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Abstract Nowadays ,the banks as financial and services institutions play an important
role in cash flow and economic growth .Accordingly ,paying attention to level of
performance and way of function and way of efficiency in banks is important
.Therefore ,the purpose of this research is investigating the investment performance
of Mellat bank toward other banks which are accepted in Tehran stock exchange ,
that is whether Mellat bank performance is better or not .Current research is applied
in target and is descriptive in type .The statistical sample consists of 11 accepted
banks in Tehran stock exchange in 1389 to 1393 .Some indicators such as ratio of
fixed assets to special value ,ratio of total debt ,ratio of current debt to special value
,ratio of long term debt to special value ,rate of investment return ,assets return,
capital adequacy and rate of share holders pension return have been used to examine
banks investment performance .The research consists of 1 major and 8 secondary
hypotheses .Kolmogorov-Smirov test is used to examine the normality of the data and
the test result showed that the data of all variables have normal distribution
.Comparison of two communities average test and SPSS software is used to test the
research hypotheses .Research findings showed that : 1- ratio of fixed assets to
special value in Mellat bank is more than other banks (positive high and low limit) but
less than Melli bank . 2- ratio of total debt in Mellat bank is higher than other banks .
3- ratio of current debt in Mellat bank is lower than Melli bank but higher than other
banks . 4- ratio of long term debt to special value in Mellat bank is higher than other
banks . 5- rate of investment return in Mellat bank is higher than other banks but less
than Saderat and Melli banks . 6- ratio of assets return in Mellat bank is higher than
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other banks but less than Saderat and Melli banks . 7- investment adequacy in Mellat
bank is higher than other banks . 8- rate of share holders pension return in Mellat
bank is higher than other banks .Finally ,some suggestions were considered
according to the research findings . Key words : performance , investment activities ,
Mellat bank , Tehran stock exchange
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